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The Goal of My Remarks

• US resources
• IBA resources
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Intro: Lots of Tech & Lots of Regulatory Challenges

↑ Appendix A in Henderson’s Legal Market
Landscape Report was this Thompson Reuters chart
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For Additional Details … check the footnotes!
• My paper is in the conference materials
• It will also be on my webpage:
https://works.bepress.com/laurel_terry/
(And hopefully in a journal….)
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ABA Sources re Tech, Innovation & Regulation

https://perma.cc/FH3U-EGW5

ABA Resolution 10A: ABA Best Practice
Guidelines for Online Legal Document
Providers dated August 2019,
https://perma.cc/5GMY-WG7L

https://perma.cc/GQH6-V396
https://perma.cc/9JT7-JURD 5
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Utah Regulatory Reform (re Access & Innovation)
Project launch announced:
March 4, 2019
Utah Supreme Court
approved this report: 8/29/19
https://perma.cc/VRY5-3UXE https://perma.cc/9WFR-THYZ

Track A: Freeing up lawyers to compete by easing the rules of professional conduct
[i.e., similar to Arizona by eliminating or substantially changing Rule 5.4 re fee-sharing]
Track B: The creation of a new regulatory body
Implementation Phase 1: establish a pilot project – a regulatory “sandbox”
Implementation Phase 2: there would be an independent, non-profit regulator with
delegated regulatory authority over some or all legal services.
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Arizona Proposals (re Access & Innovation)

https://perma.cc/KP8B-9UUA

Recommendation #1 of 10:
Eliminate Arizona’s [Rules] 5.4 and 5.7 and amend [Rules] 1.0 through 5.3
to remove the explicit barrier to lawyers and nonlawyers co-owning businesses
that engage in the practice of law while preserving the dual goals of ensuring the
professional independence of lawyers and protecting the public
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California Consultation (re Access & Innovation)

The UPL- Artificial Intelligence Subc’ee Recommended:
Recommendation 2.4: The Regulator of State-certified/registered/approved
entities using technology-driven legal services delivery systems must establish
adequate ethical standards that regulate BOTH the provider AND the
technology itself.
https://perma.cc/D82L-VVTA
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Participants in US Regulatory Conversations

https://perma.cc/JH8K-A4PD
https://perma.cc/5W86-EJPK
A useful resource
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Internationally. . . Two Useful IBA Resources

https://perma.cc/4VWQ-5BPH
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IBA Task Force Report Cites Tech & Innovation
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IBA BIC Unregulated Providers Consultation
Comments due 1/31/2020
from IBA Member Bars

Bar Issues Commission [BIC]

https://perma.cc/AN7D-E6MP
https://perma.cc/Y4DZ-6VH3
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Principles in the IBA Consultation (tech part)
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Principles for IBA Consultation (providers #1)
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Principles for IBA Consultation (providers #2)
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Resources Cited in the IBA Consultation

See also:
https://perma.cc/MFU4-L78W
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Ontario’s Law Society Act Provides a Roadmap
4.1 It is a function of the Society to ensure that,
(a) all persons who practise law in Ontario or provide legal
services in Ontario meet standards of learning, professional
competence and professional conduct that are appropriate for the
legal services they provide; and
(b) the standards of learning, professional competence and
professional conduct for the provision of a particular legal service
in a particular area of law apply equally to persons who practise
law in Ontario and persons who provide legal services in Ontario
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4.2. Principles to be applied by the Society
In carrying out its functions, duties and powers under this Act, the Society shall have
regard to the following principles:

1. The Society has a duty to maintain and advance the cause of justice and
the rule of law.
2. The Society has a duty to act so as to facilitate access to justice for the
people of Ontario.
3. The Society has a duty to protect the public interest.
4. The Society has a duty to act in a timely, open and efficient manner.
5. Standards of learning, professional competence and professional conduct
or licensees and restrictions on who may provide particular legal
services should be proportionate to the significance of the regulatory
objectives sought to be realized
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Conclusion
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